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OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DESIGN-POINT
CHARACTERISTICS OF A COMPRESSED-AIR GENERATOR WITH
THROUGH-FLOW COMBUSTOR FOR V/STOL APPLICATIONS '
by Richard P. Krebs
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
The computer program described in this report calculates the design-point charac-
teristics of a compressed-air generator for use in V/STOL powerplant applications.
These include the remote-drive lift fan system in which the lift fan is driven by a turbine
mounted at the tip of the fan blade, and the STOL concepts in which compressed air is
supplied to an externally blown flap or augmentor wing.
The program computes the dimensions and mass, as well as the thermodynamic
performance of a model air generator configuration which involves a straight through-
flow combustor. Physical and thermodynamic characteristics of the air generator
components are also given.
The program was written in FORTRAN IV language. Provision has been made so
that the program will accept input values in either SI units or U. S. customary units.
Each air generator design-point calculation requires about 1. 5 seconds of 7094 computer
time for execution.
INTRODUCTION AND APPROACH
As a part of the analytical research effort into the application of lift fans to VTOL
aircraft at the Lewis Research Center, several computer programs have been generated
for use in this field. These programs are concerned with preliminary design-point
evaluation and parametric analysis of both the integral lift fan engine system and the
remote-drive lift fan system in which the lift fan is driven by a turbine mounted at the
tip of the fan blades (see ref. 1). In the remote system, the'turbine may be driven
either by the exhaust from a turbine engine, or by compressed air from an air generator.
There may or may not be a combustor between the air generator and the fan tip turbine.
One of these computer programs has already been described and reported in refer-
ence 2. The computer program of reference 2 provides a preliminary design and anal-
ysis tool for an entire tip-turbine-driven lift fan assembly. This program is particu-
larly adaptable to parametric studies of the effect of changes in the principal design
variables of both the fan and turbine on the design-point characteristics of the fan as-
sembly.
The computer program for the TWO-SPOOL AIR GENERATOR - STRAIGHT-THRU
COMBUSTQR, for which this report is written, determines the design-point character-
istics of an air source suitable for use with the tip-turbine-driven lift fan concept such
as that of reference 2. Other applications for the air generator include supplying of
compressed air for STOL aircraft using the externally blown flap or augmentor wing
concepts (ref. 3). The air generator described by this program is a two-spool engine
in which the delivered air is taken from the discharge of the low compressor.
A sketch of the component arrangement and station locations for the engine config-
uration upon which the development of the computer program is based is shown in fig-
ure 1. Air enters the engine through an inlet which may be acoustically treated. All the
air is compressed by the low-pressure compressor, or fan. The air delivered by the
low compressor is split: part of it is collected in a scroll to form the delivered air sup-
ply, the ultimate product of the air generator; the remaining air goes through the high-
pressure compressor, combustor, and high-pressure turbine. These three components
make up the so-called high spool of the air generator, which is, in reality, a gas gener-
ator for the low-pressure turbine. This turbine drives the low-pressure compressor,
and these two components along with the connecting shaft constitute the low-pressure
spool. In the model of figure 1, the exhaust from the low-pressure turbine is ducted
through an exhaust system which turns the flow through a right angle to produce vertical
thrust.
The inlet and exhaust systems in the model configuration of figure 1 were used for
completeness in order to illustrate the effect that these components can have on overall
engine length and mass. It is recognized that the inlet and exhaust systems in an actual
installation may differ from those shown in the figure. For instance, the design of these
systems will depend upon whether or not the air generator is to be used for cruise,
whether the exhaust thrust is to be vectored for control purposes, etc.
The computer program provides a design point configuration for the air generator
model shown in figure 1, based on the primary input of the required delivered airflow
rate. The overall thermodynamic performance, including the core discharge thrust, is
described along with the dimensions and total mass. Thermodynamic perform-
ance, size, and mass are also calculated for the principal components. The mass cal-
culations are based on the correlations presented in reference 4.
There are two forms of the computer program. The first, PROGRAM 50-L: TWO-
SPOOL AIR GENERATOR - STRAIGHT-THRU COMBUSTOR - LIFT COMPONENTS,
provides for component masses based on advanced lift engine technology (ref. 4). The
second, PROGRAM 50-C: TWO-SPOOL AIR GENERATOR - STRAIGHT-THRU COM-
BUSTOR - CRUISE COMPONENTS, yields an air generator mass such as would be ex-
pected from contemporary cruise engine design. In addition, the reference velocity for
the combustor has been reduced from approximately 24 meters per second (80 ft/sec) for
the lift engine to 18 meters per second (60 ft/sec) for the cruise engine categories. The
resulting mass estimates are expected to represent the range of masses achievable for
realistic designs for commercial VTOL transport applications. Actual masses may be
affected by the operating cycle employed, the amount of advanced materials used, the
design philosophy, and the utilization of anticipated technological developments.
The flow chart in figure 2 presents the FORTRAN statements for PROGRAM 50-L,
which uses lift engine technology. The flow chart is complete for the main program ex-
cept for the write statements, which have been suppressed. Those statements, which
differ in PROGRAM 50-C (the cruise version), are marked with a lower case letter to
the left of.the statement. Corresponding statements for PROGRAM 50-C are given in
table I.
This program was written in FORTRAN IV language for use on an IBM 7094, Model
2, computer. With modifications this program can be used on all machines that have a
FORTRAN compiler. The program was developed in U.S. customary units, but will
perform the calculations for either SI inputs or U.S. customary inputs. Each pass
through the program requires about 1. 5 seconds on a 7094 computer.
This report was compiled to furnish the descriptions and instructions necessary for
running the computer program. It was assumed that the user of this report is familiar
with digital computer programming and is knowledgeable concerning the parameters
used in describing gas turbine engines. A complete description of the input parameters
is included, together with instructions as to how the input data are prepared. A typical
set of computer output pages is included, and the meaning of each output parameter is
given. The flow chart of the FORTRAN statements is included for those who wish to
know more about the program, or for those who may wish to change it.
INPUT PARAMETERS
This computer program for the design-point characteristics of an air generator has
considerable inherent flexibility. Some idea of the flexibility can be achieved from the
fact that no less than 44 independent parameters may be specified for any one air gener-
ator design. In addition, values for three program control parameters must be sup-
plied. In the following paragraphs, the significance of each parameter is discussed.
The symbol used in the FORTRAN language of the computer program is also indicated
by capital letters. An attempt has been made to use a symbol which is descriptive of the
property, component, and air generator station as indicated in figure 1. The program
will accept either SI units or U. S. customary units. Dimensions for the parameters in
both systems of units are given in the section DATA INPUT CARDS.
Ambient Conditions and Air Generator Inlet
The ambient conditions of pressure PO and temperature TO must be specified. Be-
cause this is a design-point program for a powerplant that is to be used primarily for
lift, it is assumed that the total pressure and temperature at the inlet correspond to am-
bient static conditions (i. e., the air generator is designed for the takeoff condition).
The performance of the air generator inlet is described by a single parameter, the
total-pressure "recovery" PI2P1 for the inlet. The inlet flow is. assumed to be adia-
batic.
Low Compressor
The entire air generator is sized primarily by the quantity of delivered airflow re-
quired WL and its pressure. The pressure of the air at the inlet to the delivery duct
(station D, fig. 1) is dependent upon the low-compressor pressure ratio PF2PF1 less
the pressure loss in the air generator inlet and in the collector scroll. The flow path
for the low compressor, whether constant hub, constant mean, or constant tip, is de-
termined by the value assigned to JFGEOM. The number of compressor stages SNF
and the corrected tip speed at the compressor inlet UTIPFC should be chosen to be com-
mensurate with the selected pressure ratio (e.g., as is indicated in ref. 4). The value
of compressor efficiency ETAF, which may be given in either the adiabatic or polytropic
form, should reflect the dependence upon the other low-compressor parameters.
The tip diameter of the compressor is set by the total airflow, average axial inlet
Mach number AMF1, and the inlet hub-tip ratio DHDTF1 for the first rotor row. Diffu-
sion through the compressor can be regulated by the selection of the axial velocity ratio
across-the compressor VF2VF1. The average aspect ratio of the first two stages
FANAR affects both the length and mass of the low compressor.
Scroll and Delivery Duct
The scroll diameter, corresponding to the maximum flow area in the scroll, is
sized by the scroll Mach number SCROLM. Two diameters are calculated, depending
upon whether the two delivery ducts are contiguous or located diametrically opposite
around the scroll. The scroll pressure loss is a function of the pressure loss coefficient
SCROLK as well as SCROLM.
Although the two delivery ducts are not considered as part of the air generator, the
program does calculate the delivery duct inlet diameter, which is dependent upon the
duct inlet Mach number AMD.
High Compressor
Most of the parameters required to describe the high compressor are used, in the
same manner as for the low compressor. The similar parameters are pressure ratio,
PC2PC1; flow path, JCGEOM; number of stages, SNC; corrected tip speed, UTIPCC;
efficiency, ETAC; and axial velocity ratio, VC2VC1. Two different quantities of air
bleed from the discharge of the high compressor may be specified. One of them is used
to cool the high turbine and is discussed in the section High Turbine. The other bleed,
a so-called "user" bleed, BUSER, is available for aircraft control and other purposes.
Combustor
Only four input parameters are required to establish the performance and geometry
of the combustor. Although the thermodynamic properties of the products of combustion
are based on a fuel with a hydrogen-carbon ratio of 2, the program will accommodate
fuels with different heating values. The heating value HF is one of the independent com-
bustor parameters. Another one is the combustor efficiency ETAB.
The combustor reference velocity is fixed within the program so that the resultant
flow area, or radial height, of the burner is a dependent variable. Combustor length
is determined from this height and the prescribed ratio of combustor length to height
ELOH. The overall total-pressure ratio across the combustor PB2PB1 should be a
function of the combustor length-height ratio (ref. 4).
High Turbine
The number of stages SNT required for the high turbine will depend on the particu-
lar air generator configuration. However, one stage is satisfactory for most air gener-
ators. The parameter ALPHAT represents the angle of the flow coming out of the tur-
bine stator as measured from the axis of rotation. The high turbine loss coefficient
AKCT sets the level of loss, and therefore, efficiency, in the high turbine. A nominal
value is between 0. 35 and 0. 40.
One of the most significant parameters in the performance of the air generator is
the inlet temperature to the high-turbine stator TT1. Values used for this temperature
should reflect allowable blade stress limits and should influence the amount of cooling
airflow prescribed.
Cooling Airflow
* %
Thevcooling airflow for the high turbine PCA is expressed as a fraction of the high-
compressor inlet airflow less the amount of user bleed. The cooling air can be ex-
pressed independently by setting the parameter PCA equal to the desired fractional value
and by setting the engine application parameter KIND = 0.
Two schedules of cooling air with turbine inlet temperature are also built into the
program. The first schedule yields a cooling air requirement typical of continuous
operation at the assigned temperature TT1, while the second is intended to represent a
cooling air requirement for an engine used in a lift application where the time of opera-
tion during a cycle would be relatively short. These two schedules are activated by
setting KIND = 100, or KIND = 50, respectively. Analytical expressions for these
schedules as functions of turbine inlet temperature TTl are given in symbols 20 and 1,
respectively, on the second and third pages of figure 2.
Interturbine Duct
If the mean diameters of the high and low turbines (which are both assumed to have
constant-mean-diameter flow paths) are different, then a duct is required between the
two turbines. The difference in the two turbine mean diameters is accounted for in the
program by the low-turbine offset DEMDTM, which is the ratio of the low-turbine mean
diameter to the high-turbine mean diameter. The pressure ratio across the duct be-
tween thre two turbines is the value given the interturbine pressure recovery parameter
PE1PT2.
Low Turbine
The parameters SNE and AKCE stand for the number of stages and the loss coeffi-
cient, respectively, for the low turbine. Because the air bled from the low compressor
reduces the core flow, the low turbine is generally multistage. The loss factor for the
low turbine is usually taken equal to that of the high turbine.
The large work extraction from the low turbine reduces the density of the working
fluid, and a large flow area is required at the turbine exit. If the low-turbine tip diam-
eter is to be kept small in order to minimize turbine mass and air generator volume, a
low exit hub-tip ratio is required to provide the necessary flow area. A low hub-tip ra-
tio leads to a critical turbine design so that some limit should be put upon the exit hub-
tip ratio. The value assigned to RE2S sets this limit (generally around 0. 55 to 0. 6).
The low-turbine outlet vane parameter AKUE makes it possible to select either of
two configurations downstream of the last low-turbine rotor. If impulse straightening
vanes are desired behind the rotor, set 0 < AKUE < 1. 9. This value is taken such that
the loss across the vanes is then equal to one-half the intermediate-stage stator loss
multiplied by AKUE. If AKUE = 2, the program computes the performance of a fully
straightening diffusing stator after the rotor. The value of the D-factor for the loading
limit of the diffusing stator can be put into the computer by use of the variable DFACT
(nominal values are around 0. 4).
Core Exhaust System
The exhaust system on the core of the air generator includes both a duct and a noz-
zle which can deflect the core flow and produce thrust from it. In order to provide some
control on the jet noise, the magnitude of the exhaust velocity from the nozzle can be
specified through the parameter VX. Provision is also made for a difference in velocity
between the nozzle discharge and the axial discharge from the turbine outlet vane. This
velocity difference is called DELTAV and is negative when the nozzle velocity is less
than the turbine discharge velocity.
Exhaust system losses may be accounted for through the use of (1) a duct pressure
loss coefficient AKELBO, which is multiplied by the square of the axial Mach number
out of the turbine, and (2) a nozzle discharge velocity coefficient CFJ.
DATA IN PUT CARDS
The 44 independent parameters and those program control parameters required as
input for the computer program are entered on seven data input cards. An additional
card is also required which serves as an identification card. Although these eight cards
are required for a single air generator analysis, other air generators can be analyzed
in a single submission of the program deck by adding one or more data cards in the man-
ner described in the section Multiple Cases. The program control parameters Nand NN
direct the multiple-case operation, while the parameter UMTS determines the type of
units to be used in the input and output.
Single Case
In the discussion which follows, three columns will be used to present the informa-
tion. The first column is the name of the input variable, or parameter, as it appears
on the computer printout sheet (see fig. 3). The second column contains the FORTRAN
language symbol for the variable which is used in the computer program and which is
referenced in the section INPUT PARAMETERS. The last column contains a description
of the variable and the units used in this program.
The first data card sets the flow path for the two compressors and selects the cool-
ing air schedule to be used. The second card identifies the air generator. All the re-
maining data are entered on the last six cards, which use a 8F10. 0 format. In general,
the arrangement of the parameters on these last six data cards is in ascending order of
frequency of change. This arrangement can be used to advantage when several air gen-
erator analyses are being run with one program submission (see the section Multiple
Cases).
First card. - There are five fixed-point variables used as input parameters in this
program, and they appear on the first data card. The format for the first card is 515.
ENGINE APPLICATION KIND This parameter selects the cooling air
schedule used on the high-pressure turbine. If
KIND = 100, the cooling air is scheduled with a
turbine inlet temperature to represent continu-
ous operation at the assigned turbine inlet tem-
perature.
If KIND = 50, the schedule of cooling air is
that which might be used in a lift application
where the time of operation between shutdowns
would be relatively short.
If KIND = 0, the program user may specify
any amount of cooling air PCA as a fraction of
the inlet flow to the high compressor less the
user bleed.
HI COMP FLOW PATH JCGEOM Sets the geometry of the high-pressure
compressor. If JCGEOM = 1, the compressor
has a constant hub diameter. If JCGEOM = 2,
the compressor has a constant mean. If
JCGEOM = 3, the compressor is of constant tip
design.
LOW COMP FLOW PATH JFGEOM Same as JCGEOM except for low-pressure
compressor or fan.
INPUT CARD INDEX N Set equal to 1 for single case.
INPUT CARD INDEX NN Set equal to 1 for single case.
Second card. - The content of this card can be used to identify the particular air
generator case calculated. This identification is printed out on the third line of the com-
puter printout. For example, on the printout shown in figure 3, the air generator was
identified as NOMINAL CASE.
Third card. - Input variables which are seldom changed appear on the third card.
INLET RECOVERY PI2P1 Total-pressure ratio across the inlet ahead
of the low compressor.
INLET AXIAL MACH NO. AMF1 Low-compressor inlet Mach number.
INLET HUB-TIP RATIO DHDTFl Ratio of hub diameter to tip diameter at the
inlet of the low compressor.
AXIAL VELOCITY RATIO VF2VF1 Outlet axial velocity divided by inlet axial
velocity for the low compressor.
DUCT MACH NUMBER AMD Mach number used to size each of two air
delivery ducts.
AXIAL VELOCITY RATIO VC2VC1 Outlet axial velocity divided by inlet axial
velocity for the high compressor.
FUEL HEATING VALUE HF Heating value of the fuel, in kilojoules per
kilogram (Btu/lb).
COMBUSTOR EFFICIENCY ETAB Efficiency of combustion.
Fourth card. - Input parameters on this card are concerned primarily with the two
turbines.
H T NOZZLE ANGLE ALPHAT Outlet flow angle, measured from the axial
direction, for the high-turbine stator, in
radians (deg).
H T LOSS COEFF
L T LOSS COEFF
AKCT Coefficient which sets the level of losses
in the high turbine. Nominal value, 0. 35to0.40.
AKCE Coefficient which sets the level of losses
in the low turbine. Nominal value, 0. 35to0.40.
LOW TURBINE OFFSET DEMDTM Ratio of low- to high-turbine mean
diameter.
INTERTURB PRESS REC PE1PT2
L T STRAIGHT VANES AKUE
Pressure ratio between the inlet of the
low turbine and the exit of the high turbine.
Index for type of vane downstream of
the last low-turbine rotor. If AKUE = 2,
there is a diffusing stator. If 0 < AKUE
< 1. 9, there is an impulse straightening
vane, and the loss across the vane is AKUE
times one-half the loss in a low-turbine
stator.
NOZZLE VEL COEF CFJ
COMBUSTOR L/H RATIO ELOH
Ratio of assigned core nozzle discharge
velocity to ideal velocity.
Combustor length-to-height ratio. De-
pends on criticality of the engine length in a
particular application and/or the allowable
pressure loss.
Fifth card. - The fifth card contains only five parameters.
SCROLL PRES LOSS COEF
ELBOW/DUCT LOSS COEF
SCROLK Factor multiplying the dynamic head in
the scroll to give the total-pressure loss in
the collector scroll.
AKELBO Coefficient which multiplies the dynamic
head at the discharge of the low turbine to
give the pressure loss in the core exhaust
system.
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SCROLL MACH NO. SCROLM Mach number in the collector scroll.
Sizes the scroll and determines the pressure
loss.
FAN ASPECT RATIO
UNITS
FANAR Average aspect ratio of the first two
low-pressure compressor stages.
UNITS If UNITS = 0, all quantities are in U. S.
customary units. If UNITS ± 0, SI units are
used.
Sixth card. - The sixth card is the first of two cards which contain input variables
that may be changed more or less frequently. It contains eight variables.
AMBIENT PRESSURE PO
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE TO
EFFICIENCY ETAF
HI COMP EFFICIENCY ETAC
COMBUSTOR PRES REC PB2PB1
NOZ-TURBX DELTA V DELTAV
Selection of this pressure, in kilonew-
tons per square meter (Ib/sq ft), makes it
possible to design the air generator at dif-
ferent pressure altitudes.
This temperature, in K (°R), permits
design for standard or hot day operation.
Low-compressor efficiency. If a posi-
tive value is used, the program treats it as
an adiabatic efficiency. If the value is pre-
ceded by a minus sign, the efficiency is con-
sidered polytropic.
Same as ETAF except for high com-
pressor.
Total-pressure ratio across combustor.
Nozzle discharge velocity minus axial
velocity from low-turbine exit, in meters
per second (ft/sec). Permits acceleration
or diffusion between the turbine and the noz-
zle.
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L T EXIT H-T RATIO RE2S Hub-tip ratio at the discharge of the last
low-turbine rotor.
NO. STAGES LOW COMP SNF Number of stages required to produce the
overall pressure ratio on the low compressor.
Seventh card. - There are six parameters on the seventh card.
NO. STAGES HI COMP SNC
LOW CORK TIP SPEED
Number of stages required to produce the
overall pressure ratio on the high compressor.
UTIPFC The tip speed at the inlet of the low com-
pressor, in meters per second (ft/sec), divided
by the square root of the ratio of compressor
inlet total temperature to standard temperature.
HI CORR TIP SPEED
CORE VELOCITY
PCA
UTIPCC Same as UTIPFC except for the high com-
pressor.
VX Exhaust velocity of the core (nozzle dis-
charge) flow, in meters per second (ft/sec).
PCA High-turbine cooling air expressed as a
fraction of the high-compressor inlet airflow
less the user bleed. PCA is ignored unless
KIND = 0 (see first card).
TURB VANE D-FACTOR DFACT D-factor value for the diffusing stator down-
stream of the last low-turbine rotor. Used only
when AKUE = 2.
Eighth card. - What were estimated to be the most important and, therefore, most
frequently changed variables are read from the eighth card.
DELIVERED AIRFLOW WL
TURBINE INLET TEMP TTl
The delivered airflow of the generator, in
kilograms per second (Ib/sec).
Maximum cycle temperature in the air gen-
erator, in K (°R).
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LOW COMP PRESSURE RATIO PF2PF1 Overall pressure ratio on the low
compressor.
HIGH COMP PRESS RATIO
HIGH TURBINE STAGES
LOW TURBINE STAGES
USER BLEED
PC2PC1 Overall pressure ratio on the high
compressor.
SNT
SNE
Number of stages on the high turbine.
Number of stages on the low turbine.
BUSER Bleed, expressed as a fraction of
high-compressor inlet flow, from peak
cycle pressure for use outside air gener-
ator.
Multiple Cases
The eight data cards just described are necessary in order to determine the per-
formance and geometry of a single air generator. If a single case is to be run for each
submission of the program deck to the electronic computer, then both indexes N and NN
on the first data card should be set equal to 1. However, the program is arranged so
that several cases may be run per submission. Three options are available for running
multiple cases. In the following paragraphs each option is described and illustrated with
an example.
The simplest option for running multiple cases is exercised when the input variables
to be changed are all among the seven variables read from the eighth input data card.
Then only one additional card is required for each case, and the desired values of the
seven variables are indicated on each card. The value of the index N on the first data
card is set equal to 1, and the value of NN is set equal to the number of cases to be run.
For example, suppose it were required to investigate the effect of size on the char-
acteristics of an air generator. This could be done by changing the delivered airflow
WL. Suppose that the size range of interest could be covered by values of delivered
airflow of 40, 50, and 60 kilograms per second. The order of data cards required to
run these three cases would be as follows:
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Card
i
o
q
G.
Partial contents
N 1 TsJM *}
Card
c
n
Q
Partial contents
WT 4O
WT fifl
The second option is employed when all of the changes of input values are in the pa-
rameters contained on the last three data cards. Then the first five data cards need be
submitted only once, and they are followed by the appropriate combinations of the sixth
and seventh cards with the eighth cards. The same number of eighth cards must follow
each set of sixth and seventh cards. This number is the value given to the index NN.
The index N takes on the value of the number of sets of sixth and seventh cards to be
submitted.
For example, suppose that it were required to examine the effect of size (WL) on
air generators designed for a standard day (TO = 288) and for a hot day (TO = 305). The
size effect would be studied by running the same three values of WL as in the first ex-
ample, and for two different ambient temperatures, so that six cases would be required.
The order of data cards would be as follows:
Card
1
9
0
4,
c
6
7
8
Partial contents
N = 2, NN = 3
TO = 288
WL = 40
Card
8
7
8
Partial contents
WL - 50
- JUO
WL = 50
The third multiple-case option is used when the parameter to be changed appears on
the first five data cards. Then a complete set of data cards has to be submitted for each
value of this parameter. However, either of the first two options may be combined with
the third option.
Suppose it was desired to investigate the effect of pressure loss in the inlet of the
air generator and that this effect was to be compared for two different ambient temper-
ature designs, but for a single value of delivered airflow. The effect of the inlet loss
could be determined by changing the inlet recovery PI2P1 from a value of 0. 99 (assumed
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to be the value used for the examples under the first two options) to PI2P1 = 0. 95. The
required data input cards would be
Card
1
3
A
6
7
8
6
7
8
Partial contents
N = 2, NN = 1
PI2P1 = 0.99
TO = 288
WL = 50
TO = 305
WL = 50
Card
1
9
3
4
6
7
8
6
7
8
Partial contents
N = 2, NN = 1
PI2P1 = 0.95
TO = 288
WL = 50
TO = 305
WL = 50
Note that the data from all three examples could have been generated in a single
submission by using the following set of data input cards:
Card
1
0
3
A
c;
c
7
8
8
6
7
8
Partial contents
N = 2, NN = 3
PI2P1 = 0. 99
TO Q Q Q
WL = 40
u/ T mi
WL = 60
TO = 305
WL = 40
Card
8
Q
1
0
q
A
c
6
7
8
6
7
8
Partial contents
WL = 50
WT fin
N = 2, NN = 1
PT9P1 fi QR
TO = 288
WL = 50
TO = 305
WL = 50
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COMPUTER PRINTOUT
A typical set of computer printout sheets for a single air generator design using
SI units is shown in figure 3. Two sheets are required to list all the input and output
quantities.
First Sheet
The first line of the first sheet is printed by the monitor system on which the pro-
gram is run. The second line gives the name of the program and indicates whether the
masses printed at the bottom of the sheet correspond to lift or cruise engine technology.
The title, data card 2, is printed next.
All the inputs described in the section INPUT PARAMETERS are listed next. They
are divided, somewhat arbitrarily, into primary and secondary inputs.
If a cooling air schedule has been used, the kind of schedule and the amount of
cooling air used are indicated on the next two lines following the inputs.
The output from the program follows next. For the most part, the first two lines
of output pertain to the air generator in its entirety. The quantities are
AIRSFC ASFC
INLET DIAM
LOW COMP
DF1
Fuel flow to the air generator divided by the
delivered airflow, in kilograms of fuel per hour di-
vided by kilograms of air per second ((lb fuel/hr)/
(Ib air/sec)).
Low compressor inlet tip diameter, in meters
(ft).
AIRP
T
LEN/DIAM
PF2P Pressure and temperature of the delivered air
TF2 at the scroll exit, respectively, in kilonewtons per
square meter (Ib/sq ft) and K (°R).
ELODX Air generator length, as measured from the
low-compressor inlet blade row to the trailing edge
of the turbine exit vane, divided by the low-
compressor inlet diameter.
ELOD Total length of inlet, air generator, and exhaust
system divided by the low-compressor inlet diam-
eter.
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AIR DUCT (2)
DIAMETER
LOW TURB
EFF
DUCTD Inlet diameter of one of the two ducts which de-
liver the compressed air, in meters (ft).
ETBARE Efficiency of the low-pressure turbine.
AIRFLOW/ENG M WAWENG
MA/(ME+5M F) WAWA
MA/(ME+10M F) WAWAA
Delivered air mass flow divided by the air gen-
erator mass, in kilograms per second per kilogram
((lb/sec)/lb).
/
Delivered airflow divided by the sum of air gen-
erator mass plus the mass of fuel burned in 5 min-
utes, in kilograms per second per kilogram
((lb/sec)/lb).
Delivered airflow divided by the sum of air gen-
erator mass plus the mass of fuel burned in 10 min-
utes, in kilograms per second per kilogram
((lb/sec)/lb).
The second line of output quantities is
VXMCORE
THRUST
CORR SP
L.C. FLOW
CORR SP
CORE FLOW
LOW TURB
STAT PRES
CORE EXH
AREA RATIO
Thrust developed by exhaust products of the air
generator, in newtons (Ib).
SWF1 Low-pressure compressor specific airflow based
on the frontal area and corrected to standard sea-
level conditions, in kilograms per second - square
meter (lb/(sec)(ft2)).
SWC1 High-compressor corrected specific airflow
based on the high-compressor frontal area, in kilo-
n
grams per second - square meter (lb/(sec)(ft )).
Static pressure at the discharge of the low-
turbine outlet vane, in kilonewtons per square
meter (lb/ft2).
AXAE2 Ratio of core nozzle discharge area to axial-flow
area at the discharge of the last low-turbine rotor.
PE2S
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CORE EXH
AREA
AH Exhaust area for core flow, in square meters
(ft2).
BYPASS
RATIO
BPR Ratio of delivered airflow to core flow.
SPECIFIC
ENERGY
AHP Specific energy of delivered air based on expan-
sion to ambient pressure, in kilowatts per kilogram
per second (hp/(lb/sec)).
FUEL
FLOW
WFUEL Air generator fuel consumption, in grams per
second (Ib/hr).
SCROLL DIAM
(1)
(2)
Maximum collector scroll diameter in meters
SCROD1 (ft), with two ducts contiguous on the scroll periph-
SCROD2 ery and two ducts 180° apart on the scroll periphery.
The third and fourth lines of output describe the characteristics of the high-pressure
and low-pressure turbines, respectively. In the format which follows, the upper com-
puter variable name is for the high-pressure turbine, while the lower name in each
group is for the low-pressure turbine. The quantities are
NUMBER OF SNT
STAGES SNE
Number of turbine stages.
ALPHA1 = ALPHAT Stator flow angle measured from the axis of rotation, in
-BETA2 ALPHAE radians (deg). Because the velocity diagram is symmetri-
cal, this angle is equal to the angle of relative flow leaving
the rotor.
BETA1 = BETAH Relative flow angle entering the rotor and absolute flow
- ALPHA2 BETAL angle leaving the rotor, in radians (deg).
VX1 = VX2 TVX Axial velocity through the turbine, in meters per second
(= VO) EVX (ft/sec); also assumed to be the approach velocity to the
first-stage stator.
VU1 =
-WU2
TVU1 Stator tangential velocity component and tangential com-
EVU1 ponent of relative velocity out of the rotor, in meters per
second (ft/sec).
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VU2 =
-WU1
STAGE
LAMDA
TVU2
EVU2
SLAMT
SLAME
Tangential component of absolute velocity leaving the
rotor and tangential component of the relative velocity en-
tering the rotor, in meters per second (ft/sec).
Stage speed-work parameter, U /(AH).
MEAN
SPEED
UTM
UEM
Mean blade speed, U , in meters per second (ft/sec).
ABS. INLET
MACH NO.
AMT1 Mach number of the absolute velocity into the first -
AME1 stage rotor.
REL. INLET AMT1W
MACH NO. AME1W
Mach number of relative velocity at the first-stage rotor
inlet.
FLOW
COEFF.
FLOWT Ratio of through-flow velocity to mean blade speed.
BLADE
STRESS
STRESH Centrifugal stress at the root of the turbine blade, in
STRESL kilonewtons per square meter (psi).
Below the four lines of output just described is a table of estimated masses for
each of the components as well as the mass of the entire air generator configuration
including the inlet and exhaust sections. These masses, in kilograms (Ib), correspond
to the engine design application indicated at the end of the second line of output. The
mass of each component is also expressed as a percent of the total of the configuration.
Second Sheet
The second sheet is virtually self-explanatory. It gives the thermodynamic proper-
ties of the working fluid throughout the air generator, as well as the principal dimen-
sions of the components.
The data are arranged in tabular form with the name of the component appearing in
the first column. Parameters such as length, in meters (ft); pressure ratio; change in
enthalpy, in kilojoules per kilogram (Btu/lb); fuel-air ratio of the working fluid; and
total efficiency, all of which are applicable to the component as a whole, are printed on
the same line as the name of the component. Values of parameters which are different
for the inlet and outlet of the component are printed on lines above and below the com-
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ponent name line, respectively. These parameters include working fluid mass flow rate,
in kilograms per second (Ib/sec); total temperature, in K (°R); total pressure, nor-
malized by standard sea-level pressure; axial Mach number; axial velocity of the work-
ing fluid, in meters per second (ft/sec); hub-tip ratio; and the corresponding tip and
hub diameters, in meters (ft). The hub diameter is printed within parentheses under
the corresponding tip diameter.
The two sets of values for mass flow and temperature appearing at the inlet of the
high turbine are for the stator and rotor inlet, respectively. The values reflect the
contribution of the stator cooling air, which is 0. 5 of the total turbine cooling air. .The
remaining half of the cooling air is added downstream of the high turbine.
In the column headed PRESS RATIO the value of the ratio is determined by dividing
the outlet pressure by the inlet pressure. For the two turbines and the exhaust section,
the reciprocal of the pressure ratio, as defined previously, is also printed within pa-
rentheses.
The AX. MACH NUMBER and AXIAL VELOCITY shown under the values for the
low-turbine outlet are the values at the discharge of the vane, if any, downstream of
the final turbine rotor.
The last number on the table, under TIP DIA., is the diameter in meters (ft) of the
exit of the core nozzle exhaust section.
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Cleveland, Ohio, September 10, 1971,
764-72.
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TABLE I. - STATEMENTS FOR PROGRAM 50-C (CRUISE COMPONENTS)
WHICH DIFFER FROM PROGRAM 50-L (LIFT COMPONENTS)
Identifica-
tion
(see fig. 2)
Statement
PROGRAM 50-C AIR GENERATOR WITH STRAIGHT-THRU
COMBUSTOR - CRUISE ENGINE COMPONENTS
VREF = 60.
COMPONENT WEIGHTS - CRUISE ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
WNC = 7 . 8 * DMBAR**2. 2 * SNF** 1. 2 * Q *
(UTIPFC*SQTH1/1100. )**. 3
W2C = 7.8 * DMBAR**2.2 * 2.0**1. 2 *
(. 5+. 5*FLODM/. 362)*(UTIPFC*SQTH1/1100. )**. 3
COMPHW = 7.8 *DMBAR**2. 2 * SNC**1. 2 * Q *
(UTIPCC*SQRT(TF2/519. )/1100. )**0. 3
BURNW = 45. * DMAV * DMAV * SQRT(ELOH)
TURBHW = 0. 44 * DMBAR**2. 5 * UTM**0. 6 * SNT
TURBLW = 0. 44 * DMBAR**2. 5 * UEM**0. 6 * SNE
ACCW = . 004 * ((FFAN+VXM) + 1. 35*WFUEL)
ENGWT = COMPLW + COMPHW + BURNW + TURBHW
+ TURBLW + WSCROL
STRW = 0. 18 * ENGWT
ENGWT = ENGWT + STRW + ACOUSW + ELNOZW + ACCW
39 FORMAT (1HI, SOX, 64HTWO SPOOL AIR
GENERATOR-STRAIGHT THRU COMBUSTOR -
CRUISE COMPONENTS)
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'TO
8
o
13
o
CD
22
GEhERMCB WIT*
STPUCHT-THRU COXEUSTOR
LIFT ENGINE CCPPQNENTS
P-16-71
1.2CTPDC1
EPR - .5
ALPHAE * 63.
i
READ BCD
UNIT 5
FORMAT 30
I/O LIST IS
KIND, JCGEOK,
JFCECHS N, UN
READ eco
UNIT 5
F O R M A T 31
1/0 LIST IS
TITLE
READ BCD
UNIT 3
FORMAT 29
/ READ BCD
/ UNIT 5 /
/ FORMAT 29 /
UNITS .EQ. 0. *
OIV - .304fl
PO = PO/.04768
TO » TO/.55556
VX a VX/DIV
I BEGIN 00 LOOP
I 27 K - 1, NN
9.1C 1
READ BCD
UNIT 5 /
FORMAT 29 /
OEFINF. '
INLET FLOW HLF.O '
FR01 HIGH
Cfl-ORESSOR
WC INLET Finn TO '
HIT.H CDMPRESSQR '
HI Alt* BLED FRO* '
LOW CO^PRESSDR
BPR <UTIfl OF MR •
BLED FROM LOW
COMPRESSOR TO WC '
WF INLET FLOW TO '
LOW COMPRESSOR '
I
i .05 1
I 22
HF = W L / R P R * HL I
I
WC = HF - WL I
I
(COUNT * KOUNT * 1 I
I
TF1 = TO I
I
HF1 = PDLYITF1, 1 ) I
I
DELF1 » PO *
PI2P1/PSTO
DELO = PO/PSTO I
I 2
DEFINE
DEL PRESSURE
RATIO I* STANDARD '
ATMOSPHERES
DELTA
DIFFERENTIAL OR '
TEM2 = (GAWF1-UJ I
I
TEMA - 1. » 0.5 * I
* UNITS .Eg. 0.
UNITS .EQ. 0. *- SWF1 - TEM5 *
A1F1 *
(1.-DHOTF1»DHDTF1
ALPHAT -
ALPHAT/.017*5
BEGIN DC LOCP
28 J • 1. N
VF1 s AMF1
ORTIGAMFl«f,*i
TF1/TEM4)
(WEIGHT FLOW1/G
PER UNIT
Figure 2. - Flow chart for PROGRAM 50-L
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FERF1 « SWF1 TEK2C - GAMF2 -
t.
AHC1SO - VF2 •
VF2/(GAKF2*G*RA*
OELB2 - OELC2 *
PB2P61
DELT1 » DELB2
HTl » PCLVtTTl,!)
SQRTIGAKF2«G/RA) I
I
TEf6C * I
(GAHF2+1.1/I2.* I
TEM2CI I
I
SHCl « TE**5C * I
SORTCAMC1SO) • I
I l.-DHDTCl*OHDTCll I
HO - HF * 1254.
(HTI-HC2t/'(KO-(
HC2/ETAB1-PS1HTI)
FAR -
FB/(ETAfl»(l.-(
ICEIP1 ,fF2PFl.TFl,*
FERC1 » FERF1
WC/UF
SORT(AMCIsot
KNQ " KINO/50
- CEIF2
F S T C
CFF2 «
FCLYITF2.3)
SEE NOTE
BPLOH
I PCA * .000110 * I
I TTl - .242 1
PFZP » PF2 *
U.O-3CROIK* i (DELF2.PC2PC1.TF2,*
E T A C , H F 2 , S W C 1 , *
' OELC2,DHCtHC2,TC21*
1 COGEOH
1
SEE NOTE
C EELCW
1
I
I
I
FERFl,Ct-CTF2,
AKF l .A fFZ I
I
1
I
C A L C U L A T E INLET
HLE-TIP R * T I Q FCR
KICK CCfPRESSOR
ASSUM^G INLET
ECUAl TC LOW
CCCFRES«CR OUTLET
VL'P C I A C E T E R
I
I
I
RCISC -
iePP*l.l/IFPR*l./
OhfTCl «
S C R T I R C 1 S C )
I
1
I
* S P E C I F I C HEIGHT
* FLCM fCP HIGH
* C C M P F E S S C R
I
1
I
I
I
6
»
*
*
*
7
j
I
a
i( i
i
i
f
<3
*
*
l . / l1 . -RA/AJ/CPC2II
1
1
0
1
COGEOM
SEE NOTE
BELOW
I
I
[
I
1
IDHOTClfDKClOR,
JCGEan,C£LF2,TF2,
VF2,VC2VC1»PC2PC1
FERC1.DHDTC2,
COMPUTATIONS
Figure2. -Continued.
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I
I fC* - .OC0150 *
1 TT1 - .297
I
9 I
I BETCOL - PC* *
I U.-BUSERt
I
I B E T T C T - 6ETCQL *
1 BUSER
1 HCOL -
1 PCtY(TC2, l l
I
1 VB - WC •
I U.-BETTOTl
1
I
1
H1G ENTHALPY OUT
OF COMBUSTOR
CNRGP CHARGEABLE
BLEEC
H"IGT EFFECTIVE
ENTHALPY AT
TURBINE INLET
RCTCR IhLET)
HE! EFFECTIVE
ENTHALPY A1
TURBINE EXHAUST
AFTER CCCLlhG
CHT TURBINE
EMHiLPY CROP DUE
1C hCRK REQUIRED
BY '
CCPPRESSCR *NO
PUPPIKG OF
CCCLING AIR
t
I
2
I
I
I
I
I
I
r
t
i
i
3
*
*
•
*
*
*
*
*
*
•
*
*
*
*i
*
*
*
*
I
I
1 4
I CKRGB - 0.5
I
I TEM6 - U.+FAR)
I • I1.-BETTOT1
I
5. £7 1
10 I
1 UT* * UTIPCC *
I DTMOC1 *
I
I O-PUfP " UTC •
I UTM/AJ/G
I DHT •
I (CHC*CHPUI'P*CfRGB
I EeTCOL»/ tTEM6»l
I l.-Cf»G8»*9ErCOl»
1
I
I
I
I
I
5
I
1
I
I
I
I
1
H
I
6
• PC TOR INLET *
* CCNOITtCNS *
I
I
I
HT1GT -
(HT1G*(1.<FAR1*|
1.-BETT011*!!.-
htCL)/ (TEf l6+( l . -
CVRGE)*EETCCL»
F&RR »
I.-CHRGP)/ll.-
B E T T C T t t
FR * E T A B *
F A R R / t l . * F A R R >
TTR » TT1
I
11 1
optrar «
CI-T1GT-POLV1TTR, 1
-t ft*PCLYC T T R , 4.1 )/
PCLYITTR,-*M
TTR - TTft *
OELTAT
7
I
I
I
I
I
1
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
B
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
* 9
* *
* *
* * TRUE
• .IT. .1 •
* *
*
I
I
I
I
HR - WC *
(TEM16*BETCnL*U
CHAGB11
(TEM16*BETCOLI * 1
DTHOF1 • DTMOC1
OC10F1
SEE NOTE
RELOW
(TTR.DELTl.DHT,
ALPHAT.SNTtFR, 1.
OF1.UT^.OTHOFl.
3.7.TT2.PT2P 1,
SLANT,OT20F ,
OT1DF1.AMT1
IRT1+RT2) 1
I
STRESH - 2. * .7 I
* .3 * 12./G * I
UTH * UTH * I
CU-RTAVl/d.* I
R T A V 1 I
I
AFTER MIXING, HE1
HCOLP « HCOL »
OHPUHP
HE! s
( IHT1GT-DHTJ*!
TEM16*(l.-CHRGfll*
BETCOH*CHRGB*
BETCnL*HCOLPI/(
TEM16+6ETCDL)
TEI • rn -
DHT/.2*
FAPRIH -
FAR/d.MRETCDL/ l
1.-BETTOT11I
TEMJ7 .
(l.»FAPRIi«) *
( l . -BETTOT*PETCOL)
4.01 1
OELT4T a
(HE1-(P3LYITE1.1t
) I / (POLY(TE1, -H* I
FDRIME*PQLY)TE1,- I
Figured -Continued.
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FIRST .NE. 0.
Figure 2. -Continued.
RO - RA » FPRIWE
* PSIR
CPO = POLY1TE2.3I
* FPRIME *
POLY)TE2,6)
CEM « UTIPFC *
SCTH1 » DEMOTM *
CTMOC1 " OC10F1
STRESL - 2. * .7
* .3 • 12./G *
UEM • (JEM *
(l.-RFlt/l1.+1E1I
1.0)*VX*VXI)
SQRTIGftMO*G/1DI
AE2 - PIE » OE2
DE2/4. *
11.0-RE2*RE?)
T U R B I N
SEE NOTP
BELOW
1
I
t
I
I
FIRST, DM.UEM,
0£20F1,6TBAR£,EVX,
RE1,OE10F1,*M":1X,
PtELBO =
1.0-ftKELP-0«AME
AME2*GAHQ/2.)
POPX « 1.0/PXPO
PX = PXPO * PO
SORT1*.»4X/PIE)
PRG - 1.0 -
( 1.0-POPX**(
1.0/GAMpA)}
/CFJ/CFJ
DELOl -
OEL'Jl/PRELBO
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FIND FUEL FLOW SPECIFICS
AND AIR DUCT DIAMETER
• TRUE
ABS(RE2-RE2S> *
.LE. .001 *
* * TRUE
* ABS(DV) .LE. 1. •
I OTMnCl - DTHDC1 * I
I SORT!)1.C-RE2I / I I
I 1.0»RE2)/C1.0- I
I RE2S l * t l .O*RE2S l ) I
I DAE - DV/3&. I
HFUEL = WC *
I1.-RETTOT1 * FAR
• 3600.
ASFC - WFUEL/WL
FF5M = WFUEL/12.
FFTM - 2. * FF5M
1. .5
(DAE .LT. 0.1 * TRUE
.EO. 52.) *
E T A N =
l./ll .-POP11»»(
l . /GAMFAJI / I1 .+
l./ IGMA-l.I I
• 10AE .GT. 0. 1 * TRUE
* .AND. (ALPHAE *
* .EO. 7 0 . > *
COMPUTE 4IR
HORSEPOWER RASED '
ON EXPANSION TO
AMRJFNT PRESSURE '
I
IFALSE
I
I
I 13
I 15
I AtPHAE * 52. I
OHF1 - MF2 - HF1I 1
I 17
I ALPHAS - 70. 1
Figured -Continued.
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* OI-CTFl *
OF1
I1.0+'.5*TEM2C*
<CRtLM*SCROlf l**
TEM6C
S C R C C 1 - .08636 •
S C R T ( W * G F t
S C R C C 2 - .08636 »
3CRT(H»GF/2 .1
CHF2 i 01-CTF2
OTF2
CTC2 « DC2DF1 *
Of I
CI-T1 - RT1 » CTT1 I
C T T 2 - OT2DF1 *
OF1
OT2 - RT2 * C T T 2
ChEl - DTEl • RE1 I
I :
CCFFUTE COMPONENT '
LENGTHS
INLET 6CCUSTIC '
TREATMENT
I
IOU COMPRESSCR
FLODM = .2 *'
C.23*-.21B«DHCTF1>
» SNF
E L 2 F A N > 2.062 *
DPI *
I 1 . -CHOTF1I/FANAR
ElNf2C - .5 * DPI
» ( l.+'DHCTFll *
(SNF-2.) »
SNF .60. 1.
I CCKPLl » 1.125 * I
I OF1 • I
I <1*-OHOTP1)/FANAR I
I STRl • .2 • DHF2
CORHB1 * MB * I
5QRHTC2/TSTO) I
/DELC2 I
VREF - 80. I
I
OMAV - 0.25 * I
(DTC2*OHC2*OTT1+ I
O H T l ) I
I
BURNL - 2.2 * I
CCRWB1 * ELOH * I
SCRT(TC21/ (D«AV* I
VREFI/12. I
1
HIGH TURBINE
TSAR • 6.45 - I
5.97 * RTl I
Figure 2. -Continued.
BLOH - DTT1 *
( 1.-4TU/2.
RAXCHD •
BLDH/TR4R
TCLR - .40 *
RAXCKO
SAXCHD «
BLOH/TS6R
TURBHL • SKT *
(SAXCHD»RAXCHD»
2.0*TCLR)
DUCTL » 0.5 *
ABSIDTE1+DHE1-
OTT2-OHT21
,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
1
I
I
I
f
1
LOH TURBINE
ERAR - 13.36 -
11.TB * REAV
ERAR .GT. 6.
I
BLOH -
(DTE1»(1.-RE1>*
OTE2*(1.-RE2M/*
RAXCHD "
BLDH/ERAR
ECLR • .40 *
RAXCHO
SAXCHO •
BLDH/ES&R
TURBLL - 5NE *
(SAXCKD+RAXCHO)
2. • SNE » ECLR
SAXCHO
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I
I
. I
I
I
I
I
1
1
I
I
I
I
I
* I
+ I
I
ELNOZL - 1.75 •
OTE2
TOTAU - COMPLL *
COMPHL * BURNL »
TURBHL * TURBLL +
ELNOZL * OUCTL +
ACOUSL * STRL
ELOO = TDTALL/DF1
EL3DX -
( T O T ALL-ACOUSL-
ELNOZLI/OFI
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- LIFT ENGINE
TECHNOLOGY
INLET ACOUSTIC
T R E A T M E N T
I
BHCW - .55
RHflR • 1.75
ACCUSW - PIE *
CP1 * CF1 *
l.85«RHrw*.30*
RHOPI
I
LCh COHPfiESSCR
ELCDRF « 0.2
C.OBl * SNF
.5 .5
ICI
FLOOM/ELODRF
C*BAR « 0.25 «
OHF2t
ELOORF - 0.? •
O.OB1 * SNC
CMBAR - 0.25 "
ICTC1»OHC1»DTC2»
OHC21
COMPHW - 5.0 «
PMBSR**2.2 *
SNC»*1.2 " 0 *
IUTIPCC*SORTI
TF2/5iq.)/UOO.I*'
0.3
COHBUSTOR -
CONVENTIONAL
BURNW - 32. *
DHftV * OHAV *
SORTtELOH)
HIGH TURBINE
((PF2P/t»Ol**( "
TEN2C/G&HF2I-1. )
• Z./TEM2C
SQRT(G&MF2*RA/G)
FFft1* »Ml *
GA-ROG *
(TF2 / I l .*TE»2C/2.»
EMSO) )**.5 * EC
ACCW - .002 *
(1FFAS»VXH)»1.35*
HFUELI
ENGWT - COCPLW +
COMPHW * BURNW »
TURBHW * TURBLU *
ACCW * WSCROL
STRW • .1
ENCWT * ENT.WT +
STRW * 4COUSW *
ELNOZU
&C3USX »
ACOUSH/ENGWT *
100.
COMPLW/ENGHT
100.
CF1**2.7 »
(UTIPFC*
SCTH1/1150.I**
C . 3 / S C R T < F A N A R )
hNC - 5.0 * I
C*PAR*»2 .2 * I
S^**1.Z * C * I
(UTIPFC* I
;CTK1/1100.1**.3 I
I
*-2C - 5.0 * I
(UTIPFC*
SCTH/1100.}*•*>.3
DHB4R •
OHT2)M.
TUBBHM - 0.26 «
OMBftR**2.5 *
LTM**0.6 * SNT
LOW TURBINE
(CTEI*OHE1»DTE2* I
DHE2I/*. I
I
TURBLM * 0.26 • I
DMBAR»*2.5 * . I
L'EM**0.6 * SNE I
SCROLX
100.
RU3NX *
BURNW/ENGHT *
100.
TU1BHX »
TUP.BMW/ENGWT *
100.
TUR8LX -
TURPLrf/EVGWT *
100.
F.L-4QZX »
ELNO;H/I=SGHT *
100.
ACCX • ACCW/ENGWT
* too.
* 100.
XXXX - 100.
CCfPLW * 12. *
CF1*»2.7 *
(UTIPFC*
SCTH1/1150,1**
.3/SCRT(FANAR)
I
ELNOZW « 11. *
OTE2 * QTE2
» ACCESSORY WEIGHT •
WAWAA *
VL/IENGWT+FFTM)
AKINO - KIND
AJCGEO - JCGEOM
CJFCEO - JFGF.OM
I
I
UGH COMPRESSOR
Figured -Continuel
P T 1 P T 2 -
1 . /PT2PT1
PE1PE2 "
1./PE2PE1
PN1PO > 1./POPN1
W«l » WC *
(l.-BETTOTl
WB2 * WC * TEM16
DH8 » HT1G - HC2
I
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DECK KP.ERS
UMTS .EC. C.
STRESL = 6.895
STRESL
ACCUSM = ACOUSW
HTCQ1
USCICIL * UTCflN *
WSCROL
BURM. = DIV »
BURNL
PHP = 2.32ft * DHB
WB2 = HTCON * HB2
OTT1 = DIV * D T T 1
WR = W T C O V * MR
TT« > DIV2 * ITR
DHT1 = OIV * DHTJ
.4536 »
.047B8
< D I V 2 * TT1
• TO * O I V 2
CElTiV = DIV
OELTAV
CTIPFC = OIV
UTIPFC
2.326
- OIV *
FF2P = .04788 *
PF2P
CF1
1F2
DIV * CF1
OIV2 * TF2
ShCl = 4.883
S W C 1
f £ 2 S - .04788
PE2S
.0929 * ftX
1.644 * AH
SCBCC2 = DIV *
SCRCC2
EETf iH = .017415 *
RETSI-
1VX - DIV * TVX
T \ U 1 = DIV * TVU1
T\U2 = DIV » TVU2
ITf = DIV * UTM
iTPESH » 6.8S5 •
STP.ESH
PLfiNW " WTCO^I
BURNW
A C C W = UTCQN *
ACCH
F.LNOZW H HTCON *
ELSOZW
.4536 * WF
VF1 = DIV * VF1
OKF1 = niV * DHF1
ChF = 2.326 * DMF
DTF2 = DIV * DTF2
CV-F2 - OIV * DHF2
STRL = DIV » STRL
hC s WTCON * WC
VF2 = OIV * VF2
D T C I - niv * nrci
ci-ci - niv * nnci
COMPHL ' 0! V *
CQ*PHL
CHC = 2.326 * OHC
hfl = HTCON * HP
TC2 - DIV2 * TC2
VC2 = OIV * VC2
D T C 2 = OIV * OTC2
OI-C2 = OIV * T1HC2
I
OHT = 2.326 * OHT
TT2 = F1IV2 * TT2
OTT2 = DIV * PTT2
DHT2 = niv * DHT2
OltCTL = OIV *
OUCTL
WT = WTCON * WT
TE1 = OIV2 * Tfil
DTE1 = PIV * DTE1
DHE1 = DIV * DHE1
TURPLL = niV *
TUR1LL
I
I
I
DHE = 2* 326 * DHE
TE2 = DIV2 * TF2
DTE2 = niV * DTF.2
EV2 = DIV * EV2
OHE2 = DIV * DHF.2
TOTALL = OIV
TOTALL
5.05--*—I
/ HP1TE RCD
/ UNIT 6 /
FORMftT 39 /
/ W R I T F PCO
/ UNIT 6 /
FHH^AT 32 /
F.ET1L = .01745 •
PETAL
EVX = OIV * F.VX
6\L'l = DIV * EVU1
E\U2 = DIV * EVU2
IE*- = DIV * LEW
I
I
/ W R I T E INPUT /
/ [UTfl fiSD /
FHRMITS /
Figure2. -Continued.
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9.0* 1
KtL'NT .GE. 100 •
WRITE BCD
UNIT 6
FORMAT 36
WRITE BCD
UNIT 6 /
FORHAT 37 /
KINC .EC. 0
I/O LIST IS
END OF DO LOOP
VARIABLE J
KINC .EC. 50 *—
WRITE BCD
UNIT 6
WRITE 6CO
UNIT 6
FORMAT 3fi
WRITE OUTPUT /
DATA AND /
FORMATS /
K I M ) .EC. 100
/ W R I T E BCD
/ UNIT &
FORMAT 37
-* UNITS .FC. 0.
kRUE PCD
UMT 6
FORM! 34
PO/.04788
= TO/OIV2
hRUE BCD
UMT t
F O R M A T 37
UTIPCC »
UTIPCC/DIV
ALPHAE -
ALPHAE/.01745
Figure2. -Continued.
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DIMENSION T1TLEI12I
29 FORMAT (PF1C.OI
30 FOR-AT ( 5 1 5 1
31 FORFAT I 12661
FQRFAT (1X.16H H.T. COOLING!
36 FORMAT I1X.13HCRU1SE ENGINE!
39 FORFfiT ( IH l t 3QX t 6SHThC S»OOL AIR GFNEIiTOR-STHAIGHT THRU CDMRUSTOB
-LIFT CO-PONENTS )
*0 FORMAT (!HOt9X,!4HPRIfaRY INPUTS.51X»16HSFCONDABV INPUTS)
LE .F6.2I*
A2 FORHiT (2X.23HTURB1NE INLET TEFP tF5.0i6X,21M6"BlENT TEMPERATU
BE ,F6.1.*X,2CHnUCT K6CH NUMBER ,F10.3t3X,20HNOI-TU«BX DELTA V
48 FORMAT (36X,J1HINLET AXIAL MACH NO. .F8.3.2X.20HFUEL HEATING VALUE
F) ,5X,13HHA/1FE*10» F))
HCORE EXH,3X.6HCORE EXH.AX. fcHBYPASS.AXtSHSPECIFIC i4X,4HFUEL,5X,11H
SCROLL O IAH)
3H( 2),Fe.3t
9^_^ FORMAT (lHD.12X,<)KREFeRENCE,llX,3HPER)
61 FORMUT I3X.12HLOW CQMPRGSS,5X,F6.1 ,Fl 1. 1 ,F1 3. t ,F13. 11
62 FORMAT (3X.13HHIGH COfPRF.SS , *X ,F6. 1 ,F 1 1 . 1 , F 1 6 . 1 ,F 1 3 . 1 )
63 FORMAT )3X,9^COMBUSTQR,eX,F6.I,Fll.l,F16.1,F13. 1)
6t, FORMAT (3X, 12HHIGM TURR INE t 5X.F6. 1 .Fl 1. 1 ,F]b.l,F13.1)
67 FORMAT 13X,9HSTRuCTUREt PX,F6.l.Fll.l,F16.1.F13.H
68 FORFAT (1H0.14X.106HNUFBER OF ALPHA1" RETA1« VX1=VX2 VUl«
Figured -Continued.
32
.3.0PF9.0)
(><) FORMAT (IHOt
h ( .F7.4.2H) I
71 FORMAT (1ZOX.2H I.F7.4.1HM
74 FORV1T (10H CQ^P DUCTiFS.3)
75 FQRHftT (10eX*F10.A*F11.4)
1.4/120X.2H I,FT.4,2HI /11H TURB OUCT.F8. 3i F10.*, F3<>. 2//68
?H] /I H ELBOW
X.F10. .F10.3/20X.2I
77 FORMAT (1H1)
80 FORMAT (1HOI
TS- S 1 1
Figure 2. - Concluded.
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